EMPOWERMENT
~ MAGNETISM ~

The purpose of this Empowerment is to expand your magnetic aura to its
maximum capacity in order to strengthen your ability to envision, manifest and
materialize your highest preferences.
When you are at one with your Creator and constantly affirm this union through
your thoughts, feelings and actions, your ability to be magnetic becomes a highly
transforming, invincible force.
It is through developed spiritual magnetism that we can radiate our love to
influence the many and attract those people who can benefit from our unique
spheres of influence. By amplifying our magnetism, we are able to draw towards
us the relevant people, opportunities and situations that mirror our highest
preferences in a life of service.
Magnetism is another evolutionary ability that occurs naturally as we rise out of
the snares of human limitation. To be a magnetic server, the human ego is tamed
and no longer the driver. It is the Greater Self that is sitting in the front seat as
your chief navigator.
INVOCATIONS:
Use this invocation every day of the week, preferably in the morning as a way to
begin your day feeling empowered as one with your Greater Self. Then, follow up
this invocation with one or several affirmations.
AFFIRMATIONS:
There is one affirmation for each day of the week to help you remember who you
are as a majestic creator being of light, love and tremendous wisdom. Keep
affirming your Self as you step into this greater expression of who you really are.
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week 1
THE EMPOWERMENT OF MAGNETISM

INVOCATION
I AM A MAGNETIC PRESENCE

In the name of the holy AUM, I invoke the invincible action of Divine Love,
Wisdom and Power, to come now and blaze through the full expanse of my
consciousness.
Saturate my thoughts, feelings, actions and words with this triple wave of
universal light, amplifying the magnetic power of my human expression.
Open the channels for divine joy to flow freely from my Greater Self into my
illumined conscience, increasing my ability to positively influence the world.
Beloved Creator, please initiate the most profound recalibration in the human
race. Align every person with the magnetic vibration of unconditional love.
Thy Will Be Done.
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WEEK 1
AFFIRMATIONS OF MAGNETISM

* God's magnetic drawing power is in me. If I radiate love and goodwill to others, I
will open the channel for God's love to reveal more intensely through me.

* When I am magnetic, I am surrounding myself with love, the greatest power of
the universe. In this I am naturally powerful and invincible. Higher frequencies
always overcome the more dense vibrations. Greater is more influential than the
lesser. The whole is more cohesive than the part.

* Overcoming my limitations is very important to my spiritual development. This
mastering of energy beautifully results in greater levels of magnetism.

* The magnet of my love always triumphs.

* I am a magnetic presence. I am firmly anchored in the resonance of my highest
preferences. I affirm and validate myself by following what inspires me and brings
me joy.

* The feeling power of joy is an ecstatically magnetic vibration. It is divine essence
that flows through me to positively influence others beyond any language, time,
and space.

* When I stand unified with my Divine Presence, all is magnetized to me in
spontaneous flow, in perfect timing and in just the right quantity. No strenuous
effort is required. Want and need become signals to me of what is already in
manifesting motion.
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week 2
THE EMPOWERMENT OF MAGNETISM

INVOCATION
I AM A MAGNETIC SERVER

Divine Presence of all life, I call forth a penetrating beam of unifying light from the
core of our physical Sun. Please guide this flow of energy throughout my subtle
bodies, stimulating a profound expansion of my spiritual magnetism.
As I am empowered by this wave of cosmic light, I declare:
An unshakeable peace is solidifying in my being.
My motives are merging with the greater good of the whole.
The pure love of my Greater Self is illuminating the entire world.
May this coherent field of divine light go forth to inspire a great surge of
selflessness, goodwill and harmony in the lives of all people.
And so it is.
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WEEK 2
AFFIRMATIONS OF MAGNETISM

* When I am at one with my Creator and constantly affirm this union through my
thoughts, feelings and actions, my magnetism is a highly transforming, invincible
force.

* The pure love of my greater being and that of the supporting universal energy is
not personalized. It is all consciousness that resides in the field of one, a
magnetically charged field of selflessness that is in service to the whole.

* I am a magnetic server. My human ego is tamed and no longer the driver. It is
the greater self that is sitting in the front seat as my chief navigator.

* Maintaining emotional balance, inner peace and embodying the spirit of
goodwill and tolerance towards all is the key to my magnetic service.

* My magnetic field radiates out in all directions. It expands and expands, always
furthering its reach as my momentum in service builds. The more expanded I am
in consciousness, the greater is the area covered by my outgoing energy waves.

* Coherent and harmonized consciousness fields produce strong magnetism.
Participation in a magnetic collective occurs through a willingness to blend and
harmonize my mind into a unified whole.

* When my individual motives are combined with the others of the same
integrity, we experience ourselves as magnetically irresistible and with greater
ability to manifest. The unified field sustains us.
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Week 3
THE EMPOWERMENT OF MAGNETISM

INVOCATION
I AM BUILDING A MAGNETIC MANTLE

Through the Law of Grace, I invoke and empower a greater alignment with the
spiritual laws that govern the universe. May this alignment reveal effortlessly
throughout all aspects of my life.
In the name of peace, I call forth a grand house cleaning of my thoughts and
feelings. Holy Spirit, please purify the totality of my consciousness, that I may be a
clear and focused vehicle for inspired ideas.
I ask that this vibrational realignment into right divine order now ripple out to
fortify the mantle of love which magnetically bonds the entire human race.
Let God’s light and love and power restore the plan on Earth.
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WEEK 3
AFFIRMATIONS OF MAGNETISM

* The more that I can be so ordered and aligned to divine principles, oriented to
the interconnectivity of all life, the more magnetically stronger I will be.

* The strength of my personal magnetism is affected by how I think. Negative
thoughts and judgments lower my magnetic influence. Fear and worry are very
de-magnetizing, whereas even-mindedness and compassion lead to magnetic
living.

* If I am a slave to any of my senses, I am losing magnetism. If I have control over
them, I am developing magnetism.

* The magnetism of generosity attracts abundance. Constant experiences of love
and successes set me up with a similar magnetic charge.

* If I am absent-minded, thinking one thing while doing something else, my
energy is divided and I have little magnetism. Doing everything with will power
and one-pointed concentration greatly strengthens my magnetism.

* When my higher sensitivity is developed, I become a magnet for spiritual ideas
and concepts. I also develop the ability to interpret what has been impressed into
my magnetic field.

* By remaining in my center point and by living out my highest preferences, I am
affirming and validating myself. This builds personal magnetism. Energy comes to
me. Intuition and synchronicity come to me.
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Week 3
THE EMPOWERMENT OF MAGNETISM

INVOCATION
I AM A MAGNETIC MANIFESTER

Great Divine Presence of my being, I invoke the light of universal Will to fill my
mind, my heart and my bodies with the power of irresistible magnetism.
Through this light of the Greater Will,
Super charge my being with unlimited energy to manifest in accordance with the
guidance of my true Self.
Activate a deeper expression of equanimity, concentration and surrender in my
daily experiences.
Match my frequency with the highest preferences of a life grounded in joy,
integrity, service and love.
May this field of Divine Will-power catalyze a resonant shift in the mass
consciousness, bringing forth a colossal outpouring of creativity and inspired
generosity.
Thy Will be done.
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WEEK 4
AFFIRMATIONS OF MAGNETISM

* Like attracts like. Every thought I have creates a magnetic match that comes
right back to me like a boomerang. Reality reflects my state of mind. State of
mind reflects my reality.

* If I am operating from a stress free life and aligned to spiritual principles,
magnetism grows by leaps and bounds. Feeling overwhelmed and exhausted is a
sign that I do not have the needed reinforcement from a highly charged magnetic
field.

* The auric field of magnetic energy around my body is what draws things
towards me. The magnetic field is just a field until it is qualified by my thoughts
and feelings. It is the "quality" of my projections that differentiates what types of
things I attract.

* Whenever I "will" something to happen, a ray of energy goes out, projected by
the power of my thought. That energy generates a magnetic forcefield that can
attract to me the objects of my expectations. The strength of that magnetism
depends upon the strength of my energy behind it.

* My intention very profoundly affects my magnetic field which then functions as
the template for what physical reality reflects.

* Like a magnet, my actions and behaviors attract the resonant state. My
vibrational resonance helps me to see the reality of what is also vibrating at this
level.

* The key to magnetic manifestation is to learn how to match the frequency of my
preferences at all levels of my output. My thoughts match my feelings. My
feelings match my actions. I am clear, concise and consistently sending out the
same message.
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PERSONAL SESSIONS OF EMPOWERMENT:
For those of you who are interested to go a step further, Sessions of Empowerment are
offered each month during the times of the full moon. These are highly transformational
experiences to help you embody your greater expression and totality.
All sessions involve DNA and energy reprogramming, healing, clearing and recalibration.
The facilitators have also identified special focuses each month to assist the potency of
each Empowerment Session.
For more information, please go to IAMAvatar.org or cut and past this link into your
browser: http://iamavatar.org/dna-activation-sessions.

Empowerment Program Sponsors:
IAMAvatar.org
Children of the Sun Foundation
The Institute of Divine Potential
© I AM Avatar. All Rights Reserved.
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